
• Do you have a better understanding of the effect of shutter speed - on depicting motion?
• Do you now understand the technique of panning? Did you capture all of the 4 different motion techniques?

READY! SET! GO!  ACTION CARDS   -   COMPOSITION: MOTION

ACTION ASSIGNMENT!

HOW DID YOU DO?

1- Spend a few hours out taking photographs that depict motion. Photograph moving vehicles using different
shutter speeds, different subject speeds, different angles of path, and different focal length lenses.

2- Set up a photo shoot with a friend where you will practice panning. Try different subject speeds – walk slowly,
walk fast, and run. Change the angle of motion relative to the camera so you can learn how it affects the pan – 
Have them cross laterally, and then have them pass by at different angles to the camera.

3- Set up a still camera – subject motion shot (study the Carnival example and follow directions).
4- Set up a camera moving – still subject - shoot at sunset. Have someone drive a vehicle while you ride and

photograph. Use different shutter speeds. Point the camera directly ahead (not to the side).

Frozen action / Surfer: It’s dependent on 4 things: shutter speed, speed of subject or camera, direction of 
movement, and lens focal length. A subject moving directly toward or away from the camera can use a slower 
shutter speed to freeze the action. A subject moving at an angled or perpendicular angle of view will require a 
faster shutter speed. The longer the lens focal length, the faster the needed shutter speed to freeze the action. 
Panning  / Woman Running: This involves a moving subject, a slower shutter speed, and moving the camera in-
sync with the subject. Panning works best, when the subject passes laterally. Use shutter speeds ranging from 
1/60th to 1/8th of a second. Hold the camera and tuck your elbows into your body. As the subject passes by, follow 
their motion by swiveling your body at the hips. Release the shutter when the subject is centered in the frame. 
Follow through in a full arc, even after releasing the shutter.
Subject moving – camera still  / Carnival: For this technique the camera must be motionless. Use a tripod or a 
supporting surface. Use a shutter speed between 1/30th and 1/2 second. The shutter speed will depend upon the 
speed of the subject, the desired effect, and exposure considerations.
Camera moving – subject still  / Skateboarders: The subject is still, because he is moving at the same rate as the 
camera. The landscape is blurred, because it is not moving at all. Start with shutter speeds ranging from 1/60th to 
1/15th. The speed, at which the camera is moving, along with the desired effect, will determine the shutter speed.

HOW TO DEPICT MOTION
Photography is a still medium. How do you depict motion?
There are a number of techniques that all involve the setting
of the shutter speed and camera movement.

Total time:
4-7 hours

Skill Points:
• Exploring motion in
   still photography
• Working with shutter speed
   and camera movement
• Understanding these 4
  techniques for capturing
  motion

KEY LESSON: We will concentrate on four techniques: camera 
moving-subject still, panning, camera still-subject moving, 
frozen action. 
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